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What is the path forward for our precision 
neutrino oscillation needs?
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After numerous NuINTs, we know even something as “simple” as Quasi-elastic 
neutrino scattering can be complicated to define and measure in an experiment.

Quasi-Elastic

Gained from 
MiniBooNE and 

MA=1.3

Lost to SRCs

Lost to FSI

Lost to MECs

Gained from 
Nuclear Target 

Effects

Gained 
from 
SRCs

Lost to “QE-Like”, 	

gained from “QE-Like”
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•Since definitions such as “quasi-elastic” can be open to interpretation, 
experimenters should (and usually do) report specifically what is 
measured in an experiment, and what assumptions/models are utilized.!

•Previous NuINTs have emphasized this, and it seems to have permeated 
the community, but it’s worth repeating. 

Defining What We Measure
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atmospheric neutrino data and SK cosmic-ray muons.
Electron-neutrino CC-enriched control samples based on
these cuts were prepared, and the differences between
MC predictions and data are used to extract the system-
atic uncertainty. The uncertainty associated with the
π0 background is determined by constructing a hybrid
sample with either an electron-like ring taken from the
atmospheric data sample or from decay-electrons selected
in the stopping muon data sample, and a MC-generated
gamma ray assuming π0 kinematics. The selection cut
systematic uncertainty is calculated to be 1.6% for signal
events and 7.3% for background events. The total SK
selection uncertainty is 2.1% for the νe candidate events
assuming sin22θ13 = 0.1.
Additional SK systematic uncertainties are due to

final-state interactions (FSI) of pions that occur inside
the target nucleus, as well as secondary interactions (SI)
of pions and photo-nuclear (PN) interactions of photons
that occur outside of the target nucleus. The treatment
of the FSI and SI uncertainties is the same as in the pre-
vious analysis [28]. For this analysis, a new simulation of
PN interactions has been added to the SK MC. In the fi-
nal νe event sample, 15% of the remaining π0 background
is due to events where one of the π0 decay photons is ab-
sorbed in a PN interaction. A systematic uncertainty of
100% is assumed for the normalization of the PN cross
section.
Oscillation Analysis—The neutrino oscillation param-

eters are evaluated using a binned extended maximum-
likelihood fit. The likelihood consists of four components:
a normalization term (Lnorm), a term for the spectrum
shape (Lshape), a systematics term (Lsyst), and a con-
straint term (Lconst) from other measurements,

L(Nobs, x⃗, o⃗, f⃗) = Lnorm(Nobs; o⃗, f⃗)× Lshape(x⃗; o⃗, f⃗)

×Lsyst(f⃗)× Lconst(o⃗), (3)

where Nobs is the number of observed events, x⃗ is a set of
kinematic variables, o⃗ represents oscillation parameters,
and f⃗ describes systematic uncertainties. In the fit, the
likelihood is integrated over the nuisance parameters to
obtain a marginalized likelihood for the parameters of
interest.
Lnorm is calculated from a Poisson distribution us-

ing the mean value from the predicted number of MC
events. Lsyst(f⃗) constrains the 27 systematic parameters
from the ND280 fit, the SK-only cross section parame-
ters, and the SK selection efficiencies. Table II shows
the uncertainties on the predicted number of signal νe
events. The Lshape term uses x=(pe, θe) to distinguish
the νe signal from backgrounds. An alternative analysis
uses x = Erec

ν , the reconstructed neutrino energy. In or-
der to combine the results presented in this letter with
other measurements to better constrain sin22θ13 and δCP,
the Lconst term can also be used to apply additional con-
straints on sin22θ13, sin2θ23 and ∆m2

32.

TABLE II. The uncertainty (RMS/mean in %) on the pre-
dicted number of signal νe events for each group of systematic
uncertainties for sin22θ13 = 0.1 and 0. The uncorrelated ν
interaction uncertainties are those coming from parts of the
neutrino interaction model that cannot be constrained with
ND280.

Error source [%] sin22θ13 = 0.1 sin22θ13 = 0
Beam flux and near detector 2.9 4.8
(w/o ND280 constraint) (25.9) (21.7)
Uncorrelated ν interaction 7.5 6.8
Far detector and FSI+SI+PN 3.5 7.3
Total 8.8 11.1
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FIG. 3. The (pe, θe) distribution for νe candidate events with
the MC prediction using the primary method best-fit value of
sin22θ13 = 0.140 (normal hierarchy).

The following oscillation parameters are fixed in the
analysis: sin2θ12 = 0.306, ∆m2

21 = 7.6 × 10−5 eV2 [29],
sin2θ23 = 0.5, |∆m2

32| = 2.4×10−3 eV2 [30] and δCP = 0.
For the normal (inverted) hierarchy case, the best-fit
value with a 68% confidence level (CL) is sin22θ13 =
0.140+0.038

−0.032 (0.170+0.045
−0.037). Figure 3 shows the best-fit re-

sult, with the 28 observed νe events. The alternative
analysis using Erec

ν and a profile likelihood method pro-
duces consistent best-fit values and nearly identical confi-
dence regions. Figure 4 shows the Erec

ν distribution with
the MC prediction for the best-fit θ13 value in the alter-
native analysis.

The significance for a non-zero θ13 is calculated to be
7.3σ, using the difference of log likelihood values between
the best-fit θ13 value and θ13 = 0. An alternative method
of calculating the significance, by generating a large num-
ber of toy MC experiments assuming θ13 = 0, also returns
a value of 7.3σ. These significances were calculated us-
ing a test statistic having fixed values for θ23 and δCP.

T2K MiniBooNE
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● MC is based on GENIE version 
2.6.2 

● E
υ
 unfolded to true kinematics.

● We see good agreement 
between our data and MC as a 
function of E

ν
 at the 1 GeV 

level.

●  GENIE's treatment of nuclear 
effects for total cross section 
appears to agree with data.

● However, the kinematics
of the individual events could 
be still altered by effects not 
modeled in GENIE.
  

Results: σ(E
ν
)

C/CH

Fe/CH

Pb/CH

Flux averaged CC inclusive cross section result 

• Flux averaged CC inclusive cross sections on Fe and CH are 

𝜎 = (1.444 ±0.002 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡. .
. 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡. ) × 10  cm2/nucleon 

𝜎 = (1.379 ±0.009 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡. .
. 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡. ) × 10  cm2/nucleon 

at mean energy of 1.51GeV. 

• They agree well with predictions. 

• Our result on Fe is the first result on Fe in a few GeV region. 

• Our result on CH is smaller than the SciBooNE result. 
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CC-inclusive cross section on Fe CC-inclusive cross section on CH 

Total cross-section result
!  Good agreement with 

both NEUT and GENIE, 
given current uncertainties

!  Largest uncertainties are
!  Flux (12.9%)
!  Statistics (8.7%)
!  Detector (8.4%)

19/05/2014nue CC inclusive using ND280 - Ben Smith

19

Model/result σ (x10–38 cm2/nucleon)

NEUT nominal 1.23

GENIE nominal 1.08

T2K data 1.11 ± 0.20

•We saw several new CC-inclusive 
results this week.  !

•Is it useful to compare things like 
lepton kinematics among experiments?!

•Most experiments say that these results 
can be used to “tune generators”.  Are 
they?    

Comparisons Amongst Experiments

5

CC Inclusive event
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Aaron Mislivec, University of Rochester NuInt14

Cross Sections

24

Inner error bars are 
systematic errors only

Outer error bars are 
systematic + statistical 
errors

K2K and SciBooNE 
measurements were 
consistent with no CC 
coherent pion production 
for Eν < 2 GeV

For Eν < 5 GeV, GENIE’s 
Rein-Sehgal model predicts 
a higher production rate 
than our data

We estimate that ~17% of 
our signal is diffractive 
scattering off Hydrogen
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Cross Section Values

Preliminary: running final checks for very low energy protons.
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CC coherent pion cross section result 
• CC coherent pion cross section at mean energy of 1.5GeV is 

𝜎 = (1.03 ±0.25 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡. .. 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡. ) × 10  cm2/nucleus 
• 90% C.L upper limit is 

𝜎 < 1.98 × 10  cm2/nucleus 
• It agrees well with the prediction by GENIE, but is significantly 

smaller than prediction by NEUT. 
• It is compatible with CC 

coherent pion results from 
K2K and SciBooNE. 

• Significance of the signal 
excess corresponds to 1.5V. 
(SciBooNE and K2K results 
are consistent with null CC 
coherent pion.) 

14 

90%C.L. limit 

CC coherent pion cross section 

•We saw several new CC coherent results this 
week.  !

•Look forward to more data, and comparisons 
to more sophisticated models.       
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G. Zeller

G. Zeller

Comparisons Within Experiment
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•We know that our experiments are located in 
the “transition” region (or whatever the 
appropriate moniker is). 

•As data-taking continues, and experiments 
each have separate measurements for CC-
Inclusive/CC-QE/etc…, it will be interesting 
to see how different channels from a single 
experiment complement each other.

•Perhaps a role for NuSTEC is to compile the 
various cross-section results/plots each year?  
Also make the data available in some format 
for experiments/theorists to utilize? (Such an 
idea came from NuINT04, but I’m not sure it’s 
maintained:                                                   )

7

G. Zeller

G. Zeller

Comparisons Within Experiment

http://hepdata.cedar.ac.uk/review/neutrino/
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•I often hear it stated (full disclosure: I say this too) that we are entering an era of “high-
precision” oscillation parameter measurements, but the meaning of this is a bit vague.

•A large part of what we mean is having the capability to do discovery level mass-
hierarchy/CP-violation physics at a desired sensitivity.

“The LBNE Exploring Fundamental Symmetries of the Universe”

4.2 Simulation of Neutrino Oscillation Experiments 91
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Figure 4.3: The expected reconstructed neutrino energy spectrum of ‹e or ‹e oscillation events in a 34-kt
LArTPC for three years of neutrino (left) and antineutrino (right) running with a 1.2-MW, 80-GeV beam
assuming sin

2
(2◊13) = 0.09. The plots on the top are for normal hierarchy and the plots on the bottom are

for inverted hierarchy.

MC simulation of the far detector and automated event reconstruction is being developed; this is
also described in Appendix A.

The Long-Baseline Neutrino Experiment
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•I often hear it stated (full disclosure: I say this too) that we are entering an era of “high-
precision” oscillation parameter measurements, but the meaning of this is a bit vague.

•A large part of what we mean is having the capability to do discovery level mass-
hierarchy/CP-violation physics at a desired sensitivity.

•Our collider friends set specific target goals for things like top-quark mass precision.  
Situation is certainly not directly comparable, but would we do better to get specific 
about what precision we seek for various cross-section measurements? 

“The LBNE Exploring Fundamental Symmetries of the Universe”

4.2 Simulation of Neutrino Oscillation Experiments 91
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MC simulation of the far detector and automated event reconstruction is being developed; this is
also described in Appendix A.

The Long-Baseline Neutrino Experiment
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Precision
•Precision to do CP-violation physics, and beyond, depends on 

everything we talk about at this workshop: !
‣understanding neutrino-nucleus interaction physics!
‣beam/detector R&D !
‣reducing systematics (flux, reconstruction, modeling)!
‣creating new analysis techniques.

•In the near-term, can we do “precision” things like measure the 
kinematics of final-state nucleons in 2p-2h like events and really 
test the theory?!
‣ArgoNeuT has attempted this, and while the statistics are too low to make any definitive 

claims, the results and approach seem promising.  !
‣MicroBooNE will have statistics, and even better resolution, in the not-so-far future.  

Maybe early looks by NuINT15?

20

Visually the signature of these events gives the appearance of a hammer, !
with the muon forming the handle and the back-to-back protons forming the head.

(µ-+2p) data sample - 4 “Hammer Events” 

cos(γ)<-0.95



Conclusions
•DATA is the great motivator for experimentalists, and with numerous experiments 
running (or about to start running), we should have no shortage of motivation for years 
to come.  !

•Two final personal opinions:!

‣NuSTEC idea seems like an excellent way to coordinate our efforts and train younger 
people just entering the field.  As a former CTEQ student, I can vouch for the utility of 
such training (though please don’t ask me to do pQCD right now).!

‣I personally think the Cross-Section newsletter that Teppei has created is a fantastic 
venue for exchange of ideas and keeping up on latests results.  I hope everyone is 
signed up (should come “free” with registration to NuINT). 
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Thank You!


